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ABSTRACT
The infrared absorptions of neutral and ionic molecules trapped
in solid rare-gas matrixes lie close to the gas-phase band centers,
and perturbations in valence electronic transitions are relatively
small. Since molecular diffusion through rare-gas solids is inhibited,
matrix isolation studies provide a valuable tool for obtaining the
infrared and visible-ultraviolet spectra of combustion reaction
intermediates. The results of studies of the spectra of HCO, trans-
HOCO, HCC, C2

-, CO2
+, CO2

-, C2H2
+, C3H4

+, HCOOH+, HOCO+,
and HCO2

- summarized in this Account illustrate the importance
of supplementing familiar generalizations with experimental ob-
servations.

Introduction
Fifty years ago, many chemical reactions had been shown
to involve free radical intermediates. However, because
of their great chemical reactivity, very few of these
intermediates had been detected. In 1954, Whittle, Dows,
and Pimentel1 suggested that it might be possible to build
up observable concentrations of free radicals and other
highly reactive species by trapping them in dilute solid
solution in an inert, rigid, optically transparent material,
the matrix. Suitable sources of reactive species included
sampling of pyrolysis, discharge, and chemical reaction
systems, as well as photolysis of an appropriate precursor.

More than 5000 papers applying the matrix isolation
technique have since been published. The earliest ones
successfully tested the isolation properties of such matrix
materials as argon and nitrogen at 14 K. Although a
number of in situ photolysis studies of free radical
precursors such as diazomethane initially gave disap-
pointing or puzzling results, in 1960 Ewing and co-
workers2 identified infrared absorptions of HCO, formed
by the reaction of photolytically generated H atoms with

a CO matrix. One of the early members of the Pimentel
group, Dolphus E. Milligan, believed that cage recombina-
tion presented a significant complication for in situ
photolysis studies in matrixes but that if atoms were
somewhat mobile in matrixes atom-molecule reactions
might yield free radicals in that environment. He success-
fully tested this hypothesis by isolating small concentra-
tions of HI and O2 in an argon matrix and demonstrating
the production of HO2 on subsequent mercury-arc ir-
radiation. All three of the vibrational fundamentals of HO2,
an important combustion reaction intermediate, were
identified for the first time.3

Although spectroscopic data are now available for
many free radicals both in the gas phase and trapped in
a matrix environment, matrix isolation studies still offer
important advantages. They permit spectral observations
from the far-infrared well into the vacuum ultraviolet. All
products are detectable if a suitably broad spectral region
is studied. Reactions can be stopped at their initial stages,
and energy-rich intermediates can be stabilized. Subse-
quent photodecomposition of the initially trapped inter-
mediate can also be studied.

General aspects of matrix isolation spectroscopy have
recently been surveyed.4 This Account will review its
application to obtaining spectra of combustion reaction
intermediates.

Spectrum of HCO
Both the CO- and the CH-stretching frequencies of HCO
behave anomalously. Although typically the CO-stretching
fundamental for a carbonyl bond appears between 1700
and 1775 cm-1,5 Ewing and co-workers2 identified that
fundamental of HCO at 1861 cm-1. Milligan and Jacox6

confirmed that result and identified the CH-stretching
fundamental at 2488 cm-1, compared to typical values5

between 2750 and 3000 cm-1. Both laboratories identified
the bending fundamental of HCO at 1090 cm-1. Later,
Milligan and Jacox7 observed the three vibrational fun-
damentals of HCO trapped in an argon matrix at 2483,
1863, and 1087 cm-1, close to the CO-matrix values. Later
studies by many workers support these observations.8

Although the gas-phase band centers for the two lower
frequency fundamentals, 1868.17 and 1080.76 cm-1, lie
close to the matrix isolation values, that for the CH-
stretching vibration, 2434.48 cm-1, is even lower than the
matrix value.

The anomalous positions of the CO- and CH-stretching
fundamentals of HCO suggest that predictions of vibra-
tional frequencies of free radicals using characteristic
group frequency generalizations from molecules that have
no unpaired electrons sometimes are severely mistaken.

For many years, a complicated emission band system
between about 235 and 475 nm that appeared on com-
bustion of a variety of hydrocarbons, the “hydrocarbon
flame bands”, was believed to be contributed by HCO but
could not be definitively assigned. High-resolution analysis
of some of the bands by Dixon9 indicated that the lower
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state of the emission was the ground state of HCO and
provided other information valuable in the final assign-
ment. The absorption bands corresponding to this emis-
sion band system, between 210 and 260 nm, were ob-
served by Milligan and Jacox7 for HCO trapped in argon
and CO matrixes. Given the ground-state fundamental
frequencies and the positions of the ultraviolet absorp-
tions, it became possible to assign most of the emission
bands. Later sophisticated laser-based studies by Sappey
and Crosley,10 Adamson and co-workers,11 and others have
yielded much information on this band system.8 The
results are generally consistent with the matrix observa-
tions.

Reaction of OH with CO
As the major mode for the production of CO2 from CO in
combustion systems, the reaction of OH with CO has
received much study. Ab initio calculations by Kudla and
co-workers12 indicate that the most strongly bound inter-
mediate is trans-HOCO, which has a significant barrier
to isomerization to cis-HOCO, slightly higher in energy.
HCO2 is higher yet in energy, with substantial barriers to
rearrangement. Direct reaction of H with CO2 to form
either HCO2 or cis-HOCO also has a significant barrier;
neither process can occur at cryogenic temperatures.

Spectroscopic studies of matrix-isolated trans-HOCO
have yielded five of its six vibrational fundamentals. The
122-nm photolysis of H2O in a CO matrix produced both
cis- and trans-HOCO.13 A later argon-matrix study14 using
formic acid as the precursor gave only trans-HOCO. The
frequency of its carbonyl stretching fundamental was
exceptionally high. Hydrogen bonding of trans-HOCO to
the CO matrix lowers its OH-stretching fundamental by
150 cm-1 and raises its HOC-bending fundamental by 50
cm-1 compared to the argon-matrix positions. The band
centers for both the OH-stretching fundamental15 and the
CO-stretching fundamental16 of trans-HOCO obtained in
later high-resolution gas-phase studies agree within 1%
with the argon-matrix values.

Gas-Phase versus Matrix Observations
Infrared absorptions of many molecules have now been
identified both in the gas phase and in rare-gas matrixes.
By January 2001, 426 ground-state fundamentals of small
reaction intermediates had been identified both in the gas
phase and in argon matrixes and 168 both in the gas phase
and in neon matrixes. Comparison4 gave a numerical
average (gas-matrix) deviation of -0.03% for a neon
matrix and of 0.21% for an argon matrix. Although the
argon-matrix distribution is somewhat broader than that
for the neon matrix, for both matrixes most of the
fundamental absorptions lie within 1% of the gas-phase
band centers, and very few deviate by more than 2%.

Several reviews provide detailed vibrational and elec-
tronic spectral data for reaction intermediates in both the
gas phase and inert matrixes.8,17,18 In addition, a computer-
searchable database is included in the NIST Chemistry
WebBook (<http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/>).

Because electron correlation is very important for
species with one or more unpaired electrons, obtaining
physically realistic results for them from ab initio and
density functional calculations presents an exceptionally
great challenge. Byrd and co-workers19 tested frequently
used “package” calculations of ground-state structures and
vibrational fundamentals of free radicals. They concluded
that Hartree-Fock calculations have unacceptably large
deviations and that MP2 calculations are erratic. CCSD,
CCSD(T), and B3LYP calculations have the smallest vi-
brational frequency deviations, but even for the most
sophisticated basis sets surveyed (cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ),
the average deviations were several times as large as those
for neon- or argon-matrix observations. More sophisti-
cated calculations can give closer agreement with experi-
ment, but there remains much room for both further
experimental studies and refinement of calculational
procedures. Dialogue between experimentalists and theo-
reticians promises to be mutually beneficial.

Vacuum-Ultraviolet Photolysis of C2H2 in
Rare-Gas Matrixes
Early workers ascribed a 520-nm band system to the Swan
bands of triplet C2 isolated in inert matrixes. Although the
location of the band system was appropriate, the upper-
and lower-state band separations in argon-matrix obser-
vations were 1955 and 1771 cm-1, respectively, compared
to gas-phase values of 1755 and 1618 cm-1 for the Swan
bands. In the early days of matrix isolation, this disparity
was ascribed to “matrix effects”.

In 1963, Ballik and Ramsay20 reported that the true
ground state of C2 is X 1Σg

+, 610(5) cm-1 below the lower
state of the Swan bands. This implied that excited-state
C2 was stabilized in matrixes. Milligan and co-workers21

studied the 122-nm photolysis of isotopically enriched
C2H2 trapped in rare-gas solids. The Mulliken band and
the Phillips bands of singlet C2 were prominent, demon-
strating that deactivation to the ground state was a major
process. However, the “Swan bands” also were prominent
and were very sharp. These bands were unshifted for C2D2,
and studies on 13C-enriched acetylene gave splittings
appropriate for C2. For the time being, the puzzle re-
mained unresolved.

Vibronic Spectrum of HCC
In the same experiments, an absorption at 1846 cm-1 was
assigned to HCC, a species important in such diverse fields
as combustion and astrophysics. Thus began a complex
chain of discoveries. Later argon-matrix experiments22

showed that a prominent absorption near 3600 cm-1 was
also contributed by HCC, and subsequent gas-phase
observations in several laboratories led to the identifica-
tion of many other infrared bands associated with HCC
and DCC. Shepherd and Graham23 observed the argon-
matrix counterparts of these gas-phase absorptions and
found additional bands of HCC up to 4600 cm-1. Their
assignment of an absorption at 2104 cm-1 to the (ν2 + ν3)
combination band suggested that ν2 lies near 260 cm-1,
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an anomalously low value. Jacox and Olson24 surveyed the
infrared and near-infrared absorption spectra of HCC and
DCC trapped in solid argon and found approximately 50
absorptions of HCC between 4200 and 7900 cm-1, a
phenomenon attributable to strong vibronic interaction
between the ground state (which, because of the very low-
frequency bending fundamental, has many near-infrared
levels of Π symmetry) and the low-lying Ã 2Π state.

Subsequent experiments confirmed and extended these
assignments. Diode laser studies25,26 demonstrated that the
gas-phase band center for ν2 of HCC lies at 371.60 cm-1.
The lower value inferred from the combination band
results from strong vibronic interaction between ground-
state (ν2 + ν3) and the low-lying Ã 2Π state. Neon-matrix
observations of normal and isotopically substituted HCC,
illustrated in Figure 1, were subsequently extended to
12 000 cm-1.27 Both the assignments suggested by ab initio
calculations28 and the observed carbon-13 shifts were
considered, yielding revised assignments for many of the
prominent bands. Hsu29 reported an analysis of the
fluorescence bands, which arise from laser excitation of
HCC to its B̃ state, near 39 000 cm-1, and terminate in
levels below about 5000 cm-1. Taking into account that
some of the levels are strongly mixed, her assignments
are consistent with those proposed in the neon-matrix
study. The positions of the levels derived from the
fluorescence experiments, designated by “LF”, are shown
in Figure 1.

Significant studies on this important problem are in
progress. An ongoing gas-phase near-infrared diode laser
absorption by Tokaryk30 has permitted assignment of five
bands of HCC, four of which arise from the ground state,
between 6000 and 6500 cm-1. The positions of the gas-
phase absorption band centers between 2500 and 6500
cm-1 are also shown in Figure 1. The agreement between
the neon-matrix and gas-phase observations is good.
Refinement of the ab initio calculations is also in progress.31

These new calculations, which include carbon-13 isotopic
shifts, should facilitate definitive assignments for the
higher frequency bands of HCC.

Spectrum of C2
-

In 1968, Herzberg and Lagerqvist32 identified a new C2

band system with origin near that of the Swan bands. All
of the low-lying electronic transitions of C2 that were
predicted by molecular orbital theory had already been
assigned. They noted that the behavior of this band system
was appropriate for C2

-, demonstrated to be present in
their system, but a definitive assignment was not possible.
Confirmation of the identification of C2

- would provide
the first spectrum of a gas-phase anion.

In several conversations and in a letter to D. E. Milligan
dated 5 December 1968, Prof. Herzberg noted the similar-
ity between the “Swan bands” of the matrix experiments
and his new C2 band system and urged further experi-
ments. In part, his letter reads as follows (reproduced with
permission):

“...on re-reading your paper it still appears to
me that there is a case to be made for the
assumption that the band system near 5200
Å that you find in the matrix is identical with
the new spectrum that we have observed in
the paper just published. The shift in the
argon matrix is, of course, fairly large but is
much smaller in the neon matrix, but the
most important argument for such an iden-
tification is the much better agreement of the
vibrational intervals in the upper and lower
state as compared with the identification of
your bands as Swan bands.

“While I feel rather strongly that the evidence
for C2

- is fairly strong we could not eliminate
the possibility of fairly highly excited states of
neutral C2, but this would be eliminated if the
bands are observed in the matrix at low
temperature.

“The other point that intrigues me is your
observation that the spectrum disappears on
irradiation with light below 2800 Å. This
would be exactly what one might expect for
C2

- since the electron affinity is estimated to
be between 3 and 4 eV, but is difficult to
understand on the assumption that your
bands are the Swan bands since the dissocia-
tion energy of C2 is now generally agreed to
be 6.2 eV.”

Encouraged by this communication, Milligan and Jacox33

conducted new experiments in which a supplementary
source of photoelectrons, usually cesium atoms, was
added to the sample. As is shown in Figure 2, the results
were dramatic. The intensity of the Mulliken band of
singlet C2 was sufficiently decreased and that of the 5200
Å (520 nm) band system sufficiently enhanced to reverse
their relative intensities. The 520-nm band system was no
longer destroyed by 280-nm radiation, since photode-
tachment from cesium occurs under those conditions and
the resulting electrons can reattach to C2. These results
strongly supported the C2

- assignment. A definitive iden-

FIGURE 1. Near-infrared absorption of HCC isolated in solid neon.
LF denotes gas-phase laser-excited fluorescence (see ref 29); Abs
denotes gas-phase absorption band centers.
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tification of C2
- later resulted from the two-photon

photodetachment study by Lineberger and Patterson.34

The matrix study yielded several other important
conclusions. No evidence remained for the trapping of
excited-state molecules in rare-gas matrixes. Anions can
be stabilized in rare-gas matrixes, implying that cations
are also stabilized. Photoionization of an alkali metal
provides a suitable electron source for anion stabilization.
Subsequently, the electronic spectrum of C2

+ was detected
first in a neon matrix35 and then in the gas phase36 in the
laboratory of Maier. The spectroscopy of larger Cn species
and of their ions has been surveyed by Weltner and Van
Zee,37 and much more recent spectroscopic data for those
species can be found in the vibrational and electronic
energy level reviews.8,17,18

Stabilization of Molecular Ions
Because small molecular ions have a probability of react-
ing on a single collision that often exceeds 10%, obtaining
their optical spectra has been difficult. The challenge is
important, since optical spectroscopy can provide much
new information about ions. Unlike mass spectroscopy,
optical spectroscopy is amenable to remote sensing.
Infrared spectra yield ground-state vibrational frequen-
cies, which in turn give information regarding ground-
state molecular structuressof special interest since often
isomerization accompanies ion formation. The high reac-
tion probability of ions also makes feasible stabiliza-
tion and study in matrixes of binary ion-molecule com-
plexes.

Since the identification of C2
-, spectra have been

reported for many other ionic species trapped in rare-
gas matrixes. The subject has recently been surveyed.4

Here, attention will be focused on neon-matrix studies in
this laboratory of ions of interest to the combustion
scientist, including a number of cations (CO2

+, C2H2
+,

C3H4
+, and HOCO+) and anions (C2

-, HCO2
-) found by

Hayhurst and Kittelson38 to be present in appreciable
concentration in oxy-acetylene flames.

Of all the solid matrix materials, neon is best suited
for ion studies. As is shown in Figure 3, not only its high
ionization potential but also its relatively low proton
affinity and polarizability favor minimal perturbation of
ions by the neon matrix. Only helium surpasses neon in
those criteria. Studies of ions in helium clusters provide
a future challenge. Not only protons but also other ionic
species can sometimes react even with neonsa compara-
tively rare but chemically interesting phenomenon.

FIGURE 2. (a) Ar/C2H2 ) 1000, deposited with concurrent 122-nm
irradiation; (b) Ar/C2H2 ) 1000 + Cs, deposited, then exposed to
122-nm radiation; (2) subsequent Hg-arc irradiation.

FIGURE 3. Matrix properties needed to minimize ion-matrix
interactions (optimum magnitude in parentheses).
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The experimental configuration used for the stabiliza-
tion of ions in neon matrixes was described in the first
paper of the series.39 Very pure neon streams through a
quartz tube, where it is excited by a microwave power
source, and expands into the cryogenic cell through a
coarse pinhole. Neon resonance radiation and metastable
neon atoms can interact with the molecule XY, which is
introduced beyond the discharge region. The resulting
mixture is frozen onto the observation surface, maintained
at 4.2 K. Product identifications for many systems have
shown that fragmentation of XY in the discharge region
is minimal and that the observable products are governed
by the lowest excited energy levels of neon, between 16.6
and 16.84 eV, sufficient to ionize all atoms and molecules
except neon and helium.

Ions Produced from CO2. CO2 was used to test this
configuration.39 The first ionization energy of CO2 is 13.8
eV, and the gas-phase band center for ν3 of CO2

+ had
previously been identified40 at 1423.08 cm-1. The ν3

absorption of CO2
+ trapped in solid neon appeared at

1421.7 cm-1, only 1.4 cm-1 below the gas-phase band
center. The ν3 fundamental of CO2

-, produced as a result
of photoelectron capture by CO2, appeared at 1658.3 cm-1.
A later study41 identified the remaining infrared-active
fundamentals of CO2

+ and CO2
- isolated in a neon matrix.

Often it has been convenient to assume that the
structures and vibrational fundamental frequencies of
small neutral molecules are similar to those of the
corresponding cation or anion. The CO2 ion studies
illustrate the failure of this assumption. Unlike CO2 and
CO2

+, which are linear, CO2
- is bent, with a calculated

valence angle of 137°. The antisymmetric stretching
fundamental, ν3, of CO2 lies at 2349.16 cm-1, compared
to 1423.08 and near 1658.3 cm-1 for CO2

+ and CO2
-,

respectively.

Ionization of C2H2. The gas-phase band center for
C2H2

+ has been identified at 3135.98 cm-1.42 The corre-
sponding neon-matrix absorption appeared at 3137.6 cm-1

in a study of C2H2 using this configuration.43

Infrared Spectrum of C3H4
+. Near 16.6 eV, the major

cation produced from gas-phase allene or propyne is cyc-
C3H3

+, which, as the simplest aromatic cation, is excep-
tionally stable.

Several new infrared absorptions appeared when a Ne/
allene mixture was subjected to excited neon atoms and
their resonance radiation.44 Changes in the spectrum on
exposure of the deposit to selected wavelength ranges of
visible and ultraviolet radiation were also studied, a
procedure that is very useful for sorting the products in
such experiments. Six absorptions, designated as type A,
behaved similarly under those conditions. Their positions
are shown in Figure 4. Four of these absorptions cor-
responded well with the infrared-active fundamentals of
cyc-C3H3

+ in its polycrystalline salts.45 They also agreed
well with the results of density functional calculations,
considering the substantial anharmonic shift in the high-
frequency degenerate CH-stretching fundamental. The
two extra absorptions in the CH-stretching region could

arise from combination bands or from another species
with similar behavior on filtered irradiation.

Agreement of observed and calculated vibrational
frequencies is not a sufficient condition for free radical or
molecular ion identification. Comparison of observed and
calculated isotopic shifts provides additional support, as
well as information on molecular structures and chemical
bonding properties. The match of the isotopic substitution
frequency pattern near 1300 cm-1 to that for cyc-C3H3

+ is
unsatisfactory, but that to the allene cation, the other likely
product, is good. In Figure 5, the positions of the observed
CH- and CD-stretching fundamentals are compared with
those calculated for the allene-dn cation using the UB3LYP/
6-311++G(3df,3pd) procedure. (The weak absorption at
3105.7 cm-1 may reasonably be attributed to a combina-
tion band.) The calculated CH- and CD-stretching fre-
quencies were scaled by factors of 0.965 and 0.977,
respectively, to match the highest calculated frequency
to the highest observed frequency. In the allene-d2 experi-
ments, the starting material was H2CdCdCD2, the isoto-
pomer designated as ‘hhdd’. Because the angle between
the planes of the two CH2 groups of the cation is
approximately 50°, two additional isomers of formula
HDCdCdCHD can appear if the ionization process in-
volves H-atom migration. The agreement is reasonable,
and the results suggest that H-atom migration does occur.

The same type A absorptions predominated in experi-
ments starting with CH3CCH, again suggesting that H-
atom migration occurs. A detailed mechanism for this
migration was proposed by Frenking and Schwarz.46 In

FIGURE 4. Infrared-active fundamentals of cyc-C3H3
+ compared

with absorptions observed in a neon matrix (values for polycrystalline
salts from ref 45).

FIGURE 5. CH- and CD-stretching absorptions of allene-dn cation
(6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set; CH- and CD-stretching frequencies
scaled by 0.965 and 0.977, respectively).
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the gas phase, the lifetime of the C3H4
+ cation is long

enough for the propyne cation to isomerize to the more
stable allene cation before H-atom detachment occurs.
In the neon matrix, rapid collisional deactivation of the
allene cation suppresses H-atom detachment.

Ions Derived from Formic Acid. Several products occur
when formic acid is co-deposited in a neon matrix with
excited neon atoms and their resonance radiation.47 In the
gas phase, the threshold for HCOOH+ production from
HCOOH is 11.33 eV,48 the onset of HOCO+ production
occurs near 12.4 eV,49,50 and at higher energies HOCO+

predominates. These two cations are also expected to be
formed in the Ne/HCOOH experiments. The same prod-
ucts appear in experiments using a Ne/H2/CO2 mixture51

instead of Ne/HCOOH, greatly facilitating the use of
isotopic substitution for product identification. The first
ionization energy of CO2 is 13.8 eV, and that of H2 is 15.4
eV. No fragment ions appear from either species below
16.84 eV, the energy limit for this sampling configuration.

Five prominent infrared absorptions in both systems
are readily assigned to trans-HOCO. The OH- and CO-
stretching absorptions of this species approach the gas-
phase values even more closely than do their argon-matrix
counterparts.

Three of the four prominent absorptions that grew on
filtered visible and mercury-arc irradiation of the deposit
but were readily destroyed by 254-nm mercury-arc radia-
tion lie close to infrared absorptions of polycrystalline
Na+HCO2

-.52 The fourth absorption, at 2456 cm-1, has a
carbon-13 isotopic shift appropriate for an exceptionally
low-frequency CH-stretching fundamental. A wide variety
of ab initio and density functional calculations, sum-
marized in Figure 6, give harmonic frequencies for the CH-
stretching fundamental of HCO2

- that are smaller than
the previously assigned frequency. Correction for anhar-
monicity would further decrease the calculated frequen-
cies. The anharmonic CEPA-1 calculation by Botschwina53

yielded a frequency of 2447 cm-1, 9 cm-1 below the neon-
matrix value. Recently, Pelc and co-workers54 reported a
maximum at 1.25 eV for the production of HCO2

- upon
dissociative attachment of low-energy electrons to gas-
phase HCOOH. It is concluded that HCO2

-, an important
combustion reaction intermediate, is stabilized in the
neon matrix after formation by dissociative electron

attachment to HCOOH and that it has its CH-stretching
fundamental near 2456 cm-1, implying an exceptionally
weak CH bond.

Recent photoelectron spectroscopic studies49,50 of
HCOOH yielded four vibrational fundamentals of ground-
state HCOOH+ with 20 cm-1 uncertainties. One of these
fundamentals, at 1495(20) cm-1, is close to the 1497.7 cm-1

neon-matrix absorption. Relatively few molecules con-
taining only C, H, and O have vibrational fundamentals
near 1500 cm-1. That absorption and three others were
destroyed when the deposit was subjected to prolonged
irradiation at wavelengths longer than 695 nm, consistent
with the known predissociation of HCOOH+ in its low-
lying first excited electronic state. Their isotopic shifts
correspond well with those predicted by density functional
calculations for HCOOH+. Taken together, the photoelec-
tron and neon-matrix results identify the positions of
seven of the nine vibrational fundamentals of HCOOH+.

Only the OH-stretching fundamental of HOCO+ has
previously been identified; Amano and Tanaka55,56 deter-
mined its gas-phase band center at 3375.37 cm-1. This
fundamental absorption is lowered by 120 cm-1 when
HOCO+ is complexed with a single neon atom.57 When

FIGURE 6. Position of CH-stretching fundamental of HCO2
-.

FIGURE 7. Isotopic shifts for HOCO+. Isotopic species are desig-
nated by their atomic masses (e.g., H16O13C16O+ by 1-16-13d16).
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proton capture by the rare gas competes with that by a
small molecule, as for Arn‚‚‚HCO+,58 the shift in the
H-stretching frequency is greatest for n ) 1 and somewhat
smaller for larger values of n. Thus, the OH-stretching
fundamental of HOCO+ trapped in a neon matrix should
appear between 3375 and 3255 cm-1.

Undulations in the HOCO photoionization yield curve
near its threshold59 suggest that another vibrational
fundamental of HOCO+ should lie near 2300 cm-1.

In neon-matrix experiments, absorptions at 3280, 2400,
and 1020 cm-1 are little changed on prolonged irradiation
of the deposit at wavelengths longer than 695 nm but
disappear readily when the cutoff wavelength is 420 nm.
The 3280 cm-1 absorption has isotopic substitution be-
havior appropriate for an OH-stretching vibration and is
in the expected region for that fundamental of HOCO+.
As is shown in Figure 7, the isotopic shift patterns for the
2400 and 1020 cm-1 absorptions are appropriate for their
assignment to the CdO stretching and OH-deformation
fundamentals, respectively, of HOCO+.

Conclusions
The ground-state structures, chemical bonding properties,
and vibrational energy levels of small polyatomic free
radicals and molecular ions may differ considerably from
those of related stable molecules or from results of ab
initio calculations that do not adequately treat electron
correlation. Spectroscopic observations on samples in
which the species of interest is trapped in a large excess
of solid neon or argon have yielded new information
regarding the vibrational and electronic energy levels of
a variety of neutral and ionic combustion reaction inter-
mediates. This information should facilitate the develop-
ment of probes for these intermediates and of more
sophisticated computational procedures for molecules
that have a high degree of electron correlation.

It’s still worth doing experiments!
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